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This is my favorite type of free traffic to write about - the kind most likely to

buy from you - eventually or immediately. And while you may not always be

able to create a tenfold increase in targeted traffic overnight without paying

hundreds of dollars, you can get there a little more gradually.

So how do you get this kind of traffic? Where are all these people with the

money to support their hobbies and interests with online purchases? Who

are the ones who see the solution you sell for what it is - a fast way for you

to help them get what they were looking for?

If I was approaching this from a philosophical standpoint, I’d say they were

everywhere. 1.4 trillion dollars flies around the world every single day. That’s

$1,400,000,000,000 (expressed in terms of US currency) changing hands

every single day, according to the book Rich Dad, Poor Dad. How can

anyone possibly believe in a world of scarcity with that much money floating

around?

I’m pretty much positive that you aren’t here to swim around in a bunch of

hypothetical maybes. You want facts right? Where here they are.

According to a study done by Blog Ads last spring, this traffic comes from

the blog readers. 43% have incomes over $90,000 per household. According

to another study, over 40% of blog readers are ages 20 - 39. 

A study by Pew Internet and American Life Project  that you can download

in PDF format, says that 27% of the 120 million adult internet population is

deeply engrossed in blogs as of January of this year, up from just 11% at the

middle of last year. 

So how do you get those kinds of buyers to your blog? 

Here’s the big secret:

http://www.blogads.com/survey/2005_blog_reader_survey.html
http://www.perseus.com/blogsurvey/
http://www.pewinternet.org/
http://www.pewinternet.org/pdfs/PIP_blogging_data.pdf
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* End of Excerpt *
 

I hope that you’ve enjoyed this free excerpt from Rescue Your Blog Traffic

Edition. 

But this is just beginning. Business Blogging can do so many things for your

company and its site. 

Blogs can help you:

• amplify your marketing voice, 

• as communication channels, 

• to facilitate better public relations, 

• implement cost-effective market research, 

• “humanize” the image of a corporation, 

• network, 

and  with a myriad of other long-term solutions. 

But they can also help bring your site an increased amount of search engine

traffic. 

How do I know? Because I practice what I preach. 

You may have seen part of this excerpt reprinted in Search Engine Guide, or

articles that I have written for Websearch.About.com , Search Engine

Journal, the Internet Search Engine Database, the American Chronicles

newspaper, Site Pro News, Web Pro News or dozens of other publications

that I write. 

Now, you can see proof that these techniques work for yourself, live in

Google right now. 

Everything I’ll ever teach you to do is based on the same methods I use to

get my own site ranked in the search engines, or to get more traffic to my

blog - real traffic, not from bots or traffic exchanges. 

http://searchengineguide.com/tinu/
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Take a look at the screenshot to

the left. 

What is this block of words? 

It’s the top 100 keywords I rank

on the first page in Google for that

actually sent me traffic, out of the

1400+ listed in my server logs for

late November, give or take a

couple. You can see a live version

of this list with links you can click

here.

Most of the time, when people are telling you what they rank for in the

search engines, what they aren’t telling you is that those keyword phrases

weren’t particularly hard to get. They’ll show you three or four easy-to-target

terms, and you’re supposed to be impressed.

So by the time you meet me and try the ideas in my articles and free

excerpts, you might not be convinced that my techniques work, and will

stand the test of Internet Time. 

That’s totally understandable, which is why I want you to go and see the

proof here for yourself right now. Remember, those aren’t the only terms I

rank for - those are just the top 100 terms that brought me traffic

at the end of November.

You can get results like these. I’ll show you how myself. You can Rescue

Your Blog - whether you’ve had it for three months, or it’s still in your

imagination, waiting to be born. 

Do it now, before it’s too late for your site.

http://www.rescueyourblog.com/blogtraffic/
http://www.rescueyourblog.com/blogtraffic/
http://www.rescueyourblog.com/blogtraffic/
http://www.rescueyourblog.com/blogtraffic/
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Or for more free traffic tips, you can sign up to the Zero Cost Traffic Ezine by

sending any blank email to zerocosttraffic@aweber.com .

Thank you for downloading this ebook, and....

Happy Blogging!

Tinu Abayomi-Paul
www.freetraffictip.com
www.rescueyourblog.com 

mailto:zerocosttraffic@aweber.com
http://www.freetraffictip.com
http://www.rescueyourblog.com



